Effect of normal aging upon interhemispheric EEG coherence: analysis during rest and photic stimulation.
The present study was conducted to examine and compare interhemispheric EEG coherence at rest and during photic stimulation (PS; 5, 10 and 15 Hz) in 30 younger subjects aged 22.1 +/- 2.2 (mean +/- S.D.) and 25 elderly subjects aged 56.8 +/- 4.9. The elderly subjects had significantly lower coherence in the resting EEG for the delta, theta, alpha-3, beta-1 and beta-2 frequency bands. In contrast, EEG analysis during PS showed that elderly subjects had significantly higher coherence in the frequency corresponding to PS at 15 Hz. In addition, when we examined the changes in coherence from the resting state to the stimulus condition (i.e., coherence reactivity), elderly subjects had significantly higher coherence reactivity to PS at 15 Hz. These findings suggest a low interhemispheric functional connectivity in elderly subjects under non stimulus conditions and a high connectivity during photic stimulus.